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Convey positivity and trust, with XIN!
Yellow is considered a modern thinker, it is thought to encourage energy and boost enthusiasm and
Xin embodies those traits and more. Discussed and forecast in 2017 for arrival in 2019, Xin’s vibrant
yellow surges onto the world stage with a sense of purpose and joy. With language translations such
as “heart” and “to believe” it is a hue that is ready to transform anything it embraces.
Xin is an antidote to difficult times with a notion full of promise for the future. It is a hue that
suggests not only the warmth of the sun, but radiates health, fitness, and well-being. Xin is the
color counterpoint to the worries of the day and the longing for a better place. Xin will help
illuminate the path!
Proud and bright, Xin will add its spark to interior and exterior home, sports and recreation, and
fashion. Its beauty lay not only in its instantly recognizable hue, but also its ability to create a sense
of trust and uninhibited thinking.
For sports and recreation, Xin is a powerful color moment that spurs action and energy. It translates
across gender and generation with its upbeat message and “can do” attitude. The same sense of
success can be found in exterior and interior home, where Xin can color an entire space or punctuate
an environment with this sunny, upbeat hue.
Fashion’s fondness for yellow continues here and establishes a hue of joy, no matter the season,
of geographic location. Xin may color an entire ensemble or add a jolt of its yellow to other colors.
In addition to its core hue, Xin is the perfect foil for different sheen levels and special effects. High
gloss creates energy, matte offers warm quiet, while metallic or pearlescent effects give it added
depth and strength.
Xin moves beyond mere yellow to become a beacon of hope, health and life.
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